
 

25th Anniversary Conference 2019  

Lean Coffee Participant’s Guide 

What is Lean Coffee? 

“Lean Coffee is a structured, but agenda-less meeting. Participants gather, build an agenda, and 

begin talking. Conversations are directed and productive because the agenda for the meeting was 

democratically generated.”  http://leancoffee.org/ 

The Lean Coffee format is both easy to follow and effective at facilitating learning and collaboration 

through group discussions. The name simply combines ‘Lean’ (eg. Lean Thinking, Lean Startup, etc.) 

and ‘Coffee’ (implying casual sessions). 

Lean Coffee & the LERC Conference 

Lean Coffee Aim 

The overall aim is to explore salient lean topics and generate solutions, ideas, challenges, and also 

suggest research questions that will help inform the LERC research agenda.  

Participants will benefit from the learning and insights gained from involvement in stimulating 

discussions and debate with a diverse group of experienced thinkers and practitioners. They will also 

learn about structuring and delivering an effective lean coffee session.  

Approach 

The LERC conference afternoon session will include Lean Coffee workshops, each with a theme to 

provide context and direction.  There will be around 10 individual lean coffee workshops, each with 

its own facilitators. 

Themes 

Themes have been allocated to each Lean Coffee workshop and you will suggest and discuss topics 

that fall under each theme. 

People, Leadership & Organisation, Implementation, Scheduling & Planning, Supply Chain, 

Lean in Service, Design & Innovation, Lean & Technology, Public Value, Green & Lean. 
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LERC 25th Anniversary Conference: Lean Coffee Participant’s Guide 

Preparation 
You should consider each theme and decide which is of most interest to you, as you will be asked to 

select one before the event. Note that each session will have a maximum of seven participants, so 

it may not be possible to simply join one on the day. 

Lean Coffee Overview 

 

Key Points about Lean Coffee sessions 
● Each participant suggests up to two topics for discussion at the start of the session 

● Topics are written on a Post It and added to the board 

● You will briefly introduce your topics to the group 

● The group votes on which topics it wants to discuss 

● The topic with the most votes is discussed first and the others are listed in popularity order. 

● The first topic is discussed for ten minutes. The group then votes if it wishes to discuss it for 

a further five minutes. 
● Once there is no consensus on discussing a topic any further, the group moves on to the next 

topic on the list. 

● At the end of the session, reflect on discussions, elicit key take-aways and/or conclusions 

(this is important, as the meeting is being used to develop the LERC research agenda).  

See the LERC conference lean coffee web page where you can find out more and download a 

more detailed facilitator's guide. 
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